
ON THE HILBERT MATRIX, I

MARVIN ROSENBLUM

1. For fixed k < 1 the generalized Hilbert matrix is 77*

= iim+n + l—k)~1), m, re = 0, 1, 2, • • • . By a latent root of 77* we

mean a complex number X such that there exists a non-null sequence

of complex numbers {x,,}* with the property that

X) (« + m + 1 — k)~lxn
»=o

converges to Xxm for all non-negative integers ra. It is known (see

[6; 3], and [4]) that 7r csc irk is a latent root of 77* if k>0. Taussky

[9] posed the problem of determining whether 7r is a latent root of

77o. This problem was solved by Kato [5], who applied a general

theory to show that Hk has the latent root tt when 1/2^k.

We shall prove

Theorem 1. Every complex number with positive real part is a latent

root of Hk.

2. The Whittaker function Wk,m is defined in [ll, p. 340] by

r (m - k H-J Wk,mix)x~m-i'2

(2.1)

where &<l/2 + Re ra and T is the gamma function. For « = 0, 1,

2, • • • , let </>„(x) =e_x/2En(x), where Ln is the reth Laguerre poly-

nomial normalized so that the E2(0,   00) inner product

e~lLnit)Lmit)dt = 5„,m.
0

If x^O

(2.2) J     e-'xfait)dt = I x - — J f x + —J

and |0„(x)| ^1 [8, p. 159].
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We define the operator Kk by

/»  00

Wk.U2(x+t)(x+t)-'f(t)dt.
0

By 2.1, 2.2, and the Fubini theorem, if x>0, then

(3Ckfa)(x) = J    J    (s + —J (s - —J    e-><x+»dsfa(t)dl

(2.4) /•" / 1\""V ]\*-n-l

= T(l - k + n)Wk-n-iI2,o(x)x-1'2,

and by 2.4 and 2.2,

y» oo     /• oo / 1   \ n—jfe / 1   \ k—n— 1

(3C*0„, 0m) =   I      I    <r"(s-j     (*H-J        dsfa(x)dx

J» oo / 1  \ n4-m—ft/ 1  \ k—n—m—2

w(.-7)   (.+T)     *
= (« + m + 1 - ft)"1.

Thus if we consider 3Ck as an operator on 7,2(0, «>), then 77* is the

matrix representation of Kk relative to the complete orthonormal set

{fa,}. Henceforth we shall take u to be a complex number such that

-1/2 <Reu< 1/2, ft < 1, and f(x) = Wk,u(x)x-1. The equation

(2.6) tt sec Tuf(x) = (3Ckf)(x)

is a particularization of an equation noted by Hari Shanker [7].

Hence a reasonable candidate for a solution {xn} of the matrix equa-

tion

00

(2.7) E  (n + m "+"  1   —  ^)_1^n  =   T Sec 7TMX„
n=0

is given by

(2.8) xn=  I    f(l)fa(l)dt.
J o

In the remainder of this note we shall show that indeed the {x„}

defined by (2.8) satisfy (2.7).

3. From [l, Chapter 6], we know that f(x) =0(x-1/2-lReu|) and

g(x) = IFt_„_i/2,o(x)x-1'2 = 0(logx)    as   x->0,   and   f(x) =0(e~xl2xk),
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gix) =Oie~xl2xk) as x—>«>. It follows from these estimates that

/GE(0, oo) so

(%  CO f%  CO

|xn| =g I    \fit)fait)\dt ^ I    1/(01* < oo,
J 0 »» 0

and the xn are uniformly bounded. Also, the integrals in the following

calculation are absolutely convergent so we may freely change the

orders of integration. From (2.6), (2.8), and (2.4),

/»   JL

f{x)4>m{x)dx
0

/>   CO {%  CO

i3Ckf)ix)4>mix)dx =   I    fix)iWkd>m)ix)dx
o *J 0

/i oo     y» oo / 1   V m—ft / 1  \ fc—m— 1

J, *-■*«>*(*-7)   ̂  + yj    *■
Put z=(5-l/2)(5 + l/2)-1, so 5 = 2-](l+z)(l-z)-1 and

7T  SeC 7TWXm

rT rx     r   i i
=    lim exp-x(l + z)(l - z)"1   /(x)rfx(l - z)-V-*dz.

T—1- •/ 0   J 0 L     2 J

But [8, p. 97]

expl"---x(l + «)(1 - z)-i](l - z)"1 = £ *"*,(*),
L     2 J „=o

where the series converges uniformly in x and z for 0^x< », O^z

^E<1. Hence

X x„sn+m'~*rfz
0      „_0

=   lim    X) *» I    zn+m~kdz
r->i- „_0     Jo

00

=   lim   X) (w + ™ + 1 - k)~lxnTn+m+1-k
r-i- „=0

00

=   lim    X (« + >«+ 1 - *)_1x„rn.
r-i-  „_0

Since the x„ are uniformly bounded we may apply the Littlewood
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Tauberian theorem [10, p. 233] to this last expression and infer that

(2.7) is true. Finally, w = 7rsec7r« maps the strip — l/2<Rew<l/2

onto the open half-plane 0 < Re w, so the proof of Theorem 1 is

complete.

4. If we suppose ft-l/2<«<l/2, w^O, then by (2.1) and (3.1),

/(x), (x>0), and x0, Xi, x2, • • • , are positive. Upon setting X = ir sec iru

we have

Theorem 2. If k< 1/2 and X^tt, or if i>k^.i/2 and \>ir csc 7rft,

then there exists a positive root vector {xn\ corresponding to the latent

root X of 77*.

This theorem furnishes a solution to a problem posed by Kato in

[5, p. 80].

5. I am indebted to the referee for

Theorem 3. Consider Hk as a linear operator on the sequential Ba-

nach space l", where 2<q< ». Then Hk is bounded and ir sec iru is an

eigenvalue of Hk whenever | Re u\ <i/2 — i/q.

Proof. The boundedness of 77* follows from [2, Theorem 364,

p. 258]. The restriction on Re u guarantees that/£Zp(0, °°), where

p~1-\-q~1 = 1. Since the <pn are uniformly bounded it follows from

F. Riesz's extension of the Hausdorff-Young theorem [12, p. 191]

that {xn} given by (2.8) belongs to lq. Finally, by 2.7, ir sec iru is an

eigenvalue of 77*.
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